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Need help with a student who talks all the time? Here are three classroom management strategies for talkative students. We were all there. You just started talking to the class, and a little voice rings in. Gently remind the child to raise his hand to be invited. After a little longer, a small hand pops up. The
same hand that fits a small voice. Another minute passes, and the hand is up again. Suddenly you feel like you're competing during a conversation... and it's not going that smoothly. Each class has one – one child (or more) who always has a story to share, something to talk about. I feel like endless
interruptions. And the worst part is no matter how much you let them talk, they still have more to say. Your time to teach your class is valuable time, and the last thing you need to be constantly interrupted. The good news is that you can have balance – be gentle and firm at the same time. I had to learn the
art of this once when one of my children was a talkative child. Living with someone who wants to talk every waking moment can be exhausting. But it's also enlightening at the same time. Here are three tips for managing your classroom to help you get through those tough times with additional chatty
students. 1. Start with the basics. Keep in mind that having a highly talkative child is normal. As embarrassing and frustrating as it is, having an amazing verbal child in class is inevitable. There's going to be one every year. While some kids come to school knowing how to raise their hands and take turns
talking, it's not going to happen with every student. Although I'd really like it to be that way. You will need to be a facilitator and help the child understand when to break up and how it is not appropriate. Some kids really don't recognize that they're interrupting, even if it seems obviously obvious to you. Make
sure you do it nonchalantly when you're not extremely frustrated. Set clear expectations with the class. Go over when it's appropriate to talk – small groups, on vacation, when invited, during class participation activities. When children interrupt other children, use it as a learning opportunity. Simply say,
David was telling us a story. We want to hear what he has to say, and it's his turn to speak now. 2. Find strength in that child. Highly verbal children may be some of your best helpers! I remember one year that I had a student who kept saying while I was trying to run lap time. One day out of indignation, I
asked the child to come to my chair and take over for me. That moment was a game changer, both for me and for my student. She loved being the center of attention, and she also saw what it was like to have other kids try to talk about her. And I actually really enjoyed stepping down and show some
leadership skills in the circle of time. She was confident, told other students to listen to her, and the retelling of Pete the Cat made it super fun and exciting. Since then, she has become my go to student when I needed an extra hand with leadership options. These students are great at being friends with
other new students and showing them around. They are also wonderful if you need to talk to another adult at once and want someone to keep the peace in the classroom. Or if you need a witness about what happened when you were on the other side of the classroom, this child should be one of the first
to ask what happened. 3. Practice, exercise and praise. It takes a lot of practice to help a child who is super talkative. When it comes to my own daughter, she consistently tests that limit, and now instead of taking her personally, that's all I expect. She needs extra reminders and being a sum of it helps me
keep my patience and delays my frustration. And she needs me to be consistent and trustworthy. Read books like Lacey Walker, Nonstop Talker – this book is perfect for a chatty child. Point out the point where Lacey realized she liked to listen, too. Use dolls and role play turn taking. Sometimes it even
helps to have a physical incentive to talk, such as a chat stick or microphone. At the same time, it is important to notice the efforts of these children. Stick to your path to thank them for remembering to raise their hand. Tell them to see that they really want to talk, and they've done a great job of waiting until
their friend finishes the conversation. Let them know that you are there to help them talk when is the best time, not to prevent them from talking. Through time, patience and understanding, these classroom management techniques will turn your speaker into a classroom leader! More classroom ideas 10
Great ideas of organizing a classroom library 10 ways to incorporate more play into the classroom To continue enjoying our website, please confirm your identity as a human. Thank you so much for your cooperation. Inside: Do you have a talkative class? Do you need help to reduce noise levels in the
classroom? Find 7 useful tips for managing a chatty class and get rid of the noise level in the room. Your students walk in with the noisy chatter the kids have. You're turning them down. They take their way to their desks and the conversation builds, while they continue to talk about their favorite topic with
their friends. They're sh again. This strenuous behavior of conversation continues throughout the day. He's wasting good teaching time and disruptive. By the end of the day, you're exhausted from all the redirects. ... In a transitional time. ... At the time of the group activity. Try strategy after strategy to turn
down the dinner of this talkative class. I'm sure you all are. of this class. I know I do! It can be so overwhelming and tiring for any teacher that they can manage constant conversation. But what I realized was; Quiet, self-disciplined class doesn't just happen. What is needed is for you to become a very good
classroom manager; and learn explicitly to teach your students how to manage their own chatter. N.B. And what you probably don't realize is that if you don't deal with this type of behavior early on, it can only be one nail in the coffin towards burnout for you, from all the stress it can cause. Help manage a
chatty class by getting your FREE voice level chart here from the Teachers Resource Library: How do you get a class to stop talking? If you are new to the classroom management game, to quickly answer this question, you need to teach them not to do this and that talking at inappropriate times is NOT
ACCEPTABLE. Let me explain this in more detail. Teachers must explicitly teach their expectations First of all, a good classroom manager must be explicit in teaching students' expectations of conversation. And, it's not just learning once. It's a continuous process of teaching students about classroom
conversation - as well as everything else we teach students. I know some very good class teachers who manage conversationality and others extremely well, so... I think they need help in this area. We all do, from time to time, depending on the cohort you have. Some students just need to talk. You
probably know that. Have you ever had a student talk all the time? It didn't matter who you were sitting next to, they just had to talk. So this is the case, allowing them time to talk in the lesson, then you can use this time to help them learn. This means giving them many opportunities to use their
conversations to develop their understanding of what they are learning in the lesson. If you're new to it or just need help, here are some ideas for managing a chatty class and controlling conversationality. Ideas for managing a talkative class Managing student discussions In many lessons, student
conversation can be used to engage students in content. These student discussions are such a valuable strategy that helps develop their new understandings. In the primary environment, for example, this can be done throughout the lesson of reading the class. For example: give your students the
opportunity to talk about what they are learning about with their partner - sharing their answers or opinions about the text they are reading. Example of a sequence of lessons: At the beginning: Students share with their friend what their prediction of a story is. During the lesson: Students share with their
partners about their answers to teacher-led questions In the end of the lesson: Students share with their learning partner what they have learned or whether their predictions correspond to the end of the story. be waking up clear and explicit about what this conversation about learning looks like. It is useful
to set time limits with a timer, so that children know the deadlines for their conversation. You will find that when your students have these opportunities for constructive conversation, they will benefit from developing a deeper understanding of the concept. It also allows all students to have a voice and feel
heard. not just the same ones that keep responding, with their hands up, faster than a jackrabbit. But as I said, these student discussions need to be managed very carefully. To do this, you will need to be very clear in your expectations and explicitly teach what it will look like in the classroom so that
students understand what is required of them in the lesson. Modeling this behavior, with non-examples is the perfect way for children to see what you want from them. GRAB A FREE VOICE LEVEL CHART TO HELP YOU EXPLICITLY TEACH YOUR EXPECTATIONS AND MANAGE A TALKATIVE
CLASS: How do you teach student speech? Lee Canter explains very clearly how to teach student speech, in his book, Assertive Discipline. (Check out my post reviewing this awesome resource for managing positive behavior, it takes for all teachers to read). He says that 'the basis of any lesson is the
behavior you want your students to learn', to ensure success in the activity. Look at these ideas to learn student speech. 1. Teaching a partner-conversation It is important to clearly learn the steps of what you expect students to do so that they can work successfully with a partner when needed: For
example, explain and model the following behaviors, including how you should speak, when working with a partner: sit facing your partner in silent 30-centimeter speech on the assigned activitymodel of the type of language you would expect to hear It may be helpful to use a visual aid to help teach voice
level expectations and what voice means of 30 centimeters; what it looks like and what it sounds like. You will then be able to refer to this session chart session until it is learned. 2. Tips for group chat Just like in partner papers, students should be taught the expectations of working in small groups; how
they should talk and behave with 3-6 students in the group. Give the student clear instructions on what group work looks and sounds like. Here are a few things you would say to your students: you work on tasks that sit only about the task and in silent voices To help manage groups, I also use a chart that
clearly describes the expectations of group work, and then you model those behaviors with what I'm looking for and the conversations I expect to hear when I observe students working together. It takes a while, but with effort and consistency, your students will be clear about what you're looking for with
student conversation. Don't give it up! The (song) Lee Canter, Assertive Discipline: Managing Positive Behavior, has been instrumental in helping me successfully reach the top of student speech in my classes over the years and to manage 'that' talkative class. I would thoroughly recommend this resource
to help you if you are on the receiving end of mind and rescue urgently. Read my post here to review this useful book on behavioral management. Voice level chart to manage the chatty class The additional tool I use in my classroom, to calm conversationality, uses a voice level chart. This type of chart
can clearly assess the level of pupils' votes/noise with a number and must be regularly referenced. Allows you to explicitly expose the volume of student voices in different situations. Teach these voice levels for all learning opportunities in the classroom and as I said, they often relate to that. Voice levels
include: Level 0 - Silence. There's no conversation at all. Tests and quizzesLevel 1 – Minimal Talking – partner and independent workLevel 2 – Quiet Talk – Partners – loud enough to be heard by your partnerLevel 3 – Quiet Talk – small groups – other groups can't hear you Level 4 – Full Voice – whole
class discussions – loud enough to be heard throughout the room This directed approach helps students understand the appropriate volume of conversations they should use in different situations in the classroom. In addition, if the conversationality flares up, you can quickly draw your student's attention to
it and easily reduce the noise. Get your free voice level poster here from the Teacher Resource Library: In addition to the voice level chart, I find that the different strategies in the teacher belt, and the tools I can invite when appropriate, helps me manage a talkative class. Here are some other tips to help
manage the chatty class: Additional strategies to minimize classroom chatter Arrange tables in rows - a talkative class will be much more focused and engaged in learning if desks are arranged in rows. Kids don't need any encouragement to talk, so if they're in small table groups they will. Rows facing the
front of the classroom help reduce unwanted conversation. Table points - this is smart advice that will encourage students to cut out chatter. Award points to groups that are focused and silent. This creates a competition between students and is useful especially if rewards are included. Make lessons
interesting and fun - lessons that are enjoyable will keep students engaged and focused longer It's not new, but it can sometimes be forgotten). Interruptions of movement – including interruptions of movement in sessions and throughout the day can help minimize conversations and keep students
engaged. Which one of us can sit for hours and hours without a break? See my post about daily awareness that can help students be much more focused in (Includes free mindfulness printing). Related article: 12 Strategy for a successful positive classroom management plan in finishing - Tips for
managing a talkative class I hope these 7 management tips will give you a variety of ideas on how you can wind down and manage a talkative class - if and when you might need it. As a reminder: don't forget to explicitly learn your expectations and model all aspects of what student speech should look like
in your room and the many opportunities for your students to talk during the learning process The voice level chart processing to manage a student in the classroom discusses how to talk to each other - in partner and small group activities Get it under control and do well , and that's one less thing that will
give you stress and then you can focus on many other important things in a teacher's life. good luck! Other related articles Book on managing positive behavior that must be read – for all teachers! A simple classroom reward system that does smart classroom rules in high school: Tips for classroom
teachers: How to effectively use student helpers PIN THIS FOR LATER! Remember you're worth it! Michelle x Share tweet email
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